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Julio Jones trade rumors: Falcons
receiver wants to play with Cam
Newton, Patriots, per report
The Colorado Rockies are going
nowhere fast. Shortstop Trevor Story is
a free agent to be. Let’s find a trade
match leading up to the July 30
deadline.

NBA rumors: Play-in games here to stay?
Rumors Script
Julio Jones rumors fly around
NFL, Browns landing spot
unlikely
Julio Jones trade rumors are
heating up and these six teams
are in the best position to
make a trade for the Atlanta
Falcons wide receiver. There is
a ...

NBA Rumors: Postseason Play-In
Tournament Expected to Be Made
Permanent
The Philadelphia Eagles continued to be the
most talked about potential trade partner for
Deshaun Watson, but one Houston Texans

insider says the franchise still hasn't spoken
with any team about ...

New diagnosis revealed that Oubre has a torn wrist
ligament and broken hand and “will be evaluated
further” to determine if he can be fit to play for the
rest of the season, Shams Charania of ...
NBA Rumors: Analyzing the impact of the Play-in
Tournament being made permanent in the future
As if the competitive component weren’t enough
to support it going forward, the play-in tournament
also provides the league with a valuable product that
offers novelty and appeal in the ...
Deshaun Watson: Philadelphia Eagles trade rumors,
how Jalen Hurts fits
A recent rumor suggested finding someone to play
Prince Andrew on The Crown has been a royal
headache — but Netflix is shooting it down. "Prince
Andrew is one of the most unpopular members of
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the ...
SUPERMAN: Michael B. Jordan Comments On
Rumors He's In Talks To Play The New Man Of
Steel
Jordan is addressing the rumors that he'll be
playing Superman ... and writer Ta-Nehisi
Coates is penning the script. While casting has
yet to be done for the film, Jordan's name has
been thrown ...
NBA rumors: JJ Redick unlikely to play in
first round
Atlanta Hawks interim head coach Nate
McMillan didn't just win enough to push the
team to the postseason, he may have won
over the front office, too.
Dodgers Dugout: And now, the Giants
Yet another potential landing spot — and preferred
quarterback — has emerged in the Julio Jones trade
sweepstakes. Michael Holley of NBC Sports Boston
reported Thursday that Jones has expressed ...
Hawks Rumors: Nate McMillan Has 'Strong
Momentum' to Be Named Permanent HC
Rick Carlisle says it’s “unlikely” that JJ Redick
will play in the series against the Clippers due to the
heel soreness that has bothered him most of the
season.
REPORT: Julio Jones “Really Wants” To Play
Alongside Cam Newton
The NBA postseason play-in tournament was
created this season on a trial basis, but there could be
"easy approval to make it permanent," according to

Howard Beck of Sports Illustrated. The league ...
Rumors Script
Julio Jones has been mentioned in several trade
rumors over the past few months. During a
recent episode of NBC Sports’ Boston Sports
Tonight, Michael Holley reported that the
Atlanta Falcons wide ...
Julio Jones trade rumors are heating up and
these 6 teams are best-equipped to make a
deal
NFL stars Julio Jones and Cam Newton
battled against each other for years in the
NFC South. Now, it seems like the long-time
rivals want to team up to dominate the AFC
East. Jones had a closeup view ...
MLB rumors: Ranking Rockies’ Trevor
Story’s top 5 trade fits | Yankees in the mix?
Hi, and welcome to another edition of Dodgers
Dugout. My name is Houston Mitchell, and the
Dodgers go 13-2, then 5-15, now 8-1. Which
probably explains my headache. When the
season started, everyone ...
Julio Jones fuels Titans rumors in workout
with Derrick Henry
The play-in tournament announced by the
NBA for ... with the regular season about to
conclude in a few weeks. If the latest NBA
Rumors are anything to go by, the format
could now be made permanent ...

Superman: Michael B. Jordan responds to
rumors he'll play the Man of Steel
This led to the inevitable rumors that Jordan
was actively in talks to play Superman, and
the actor was asked if there was any truth to
the reports during an interview with Jakes
Takes.
NBA Rumors: Warriors Star Forward Insists
To Play Despite New Injury Diagnosis
While Julio Jones rumors fly as the important
June 1st date comes closer and closer, the
Cleveland Browns are an unlikely landing
spot.
NFL Trade Rumors: Julio Jones wants to play
with Cam Newton
Julio Jones working out with Derrick
Henry only adds to the rumors of him being
traded to the Tennessee Titans. Even
though Atlanta Falcons wide ...
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